
Minutes of the Nuclear Physics Forum meeting 
held at the University of Manchester on 15th February 2006 
 
Version 1.0 
 
Present:    D. M. Cullen (chairman), J. F. Smith (secretary), M. Chartier, S. J. Freeman,  

M. B. Gomez Hornillos, A. Laird, R. C. Lemmon, J. Ollier, J. Simpson, A. G. Smith,  
A. J. Smith, P. M. Walker, and D. Watts.   

 
1. Apologies for absence 
 

J. Billowes, P. A. Butler, R. D. Herzberg, D. T. Joss, M. A. Labiche, P. J. Nolan,  
R. D. Page, Zs. Pololyák, P. H. Regan, M. J. Taylor, R. Wadsworth, and P. J. Woods. 

 
 
2. Minutes of the last meeting 
 
Noted: The minutes of the previous meeting were accepted to be accurate. 
 
 
3. Matters arising not covered elsewhere on the agenda 
 
Noted: Although not present at the previous meeting, MC wished to dispute parts of the 

discussion about NUSTAR reported in the previous minutes. 
  
 MC wished to re-state the deadlines for reports associated with NUSTAR, which were 

misleading in the previous minutes. Updates of the Technical Proposals (giving 
experimental details) were submitted in January 2006. JS reported that the FAIR 
Baseline Technical Report is in preparation and is due in March/April 2006. 

 
It was reported by PJW at the previous meeting that NUSTAR would receive €60M 
from the core. MC pointed out that she believes that this is not correct, and at present it 
is not known how much money NUSTAR would received from the core, but that it is 
likely to be less than €60M, since €80M from the core will fund the Super-FRS, which 
is of benefit to the NUSTAR community.  

  
MC also pointed out that her experiment at GANIL has been approved since November 
2003, not November 2004 as stated at the previous meeting.  

 
Noted:  Actions from the previous meetings were considered individually. 
 

"RDH to circulate the ECOS (European Stable Beam Facility) physics case and 
technical case, for discussion amongst the community." 

  Not carried out. 
 
Action:  MC to remind RDH to circulate the ECOS physics and technical case. 
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"The Chairman to compile a list of various committees linked with NPF and their 
membership." 
A list was compiled at the meeting, which is appended to these minutes (Appendix A). 
Some areas such as the Glasgow and Edinburgh intermediate-energy related groups, 
were not covered. 

 
Action:  DW will send a list of the membership of various groups and committees  
  associated with the Glasgow and Edinburgh work, to the Chairman. 

 
"The Chairman will clarify (summarize) the EOC rules before the next meeting." 
Not carried out. The Chairman stated that the rules are clearly given on the Gammapool 
web page at http://gammapool.lnl.infn.it/. 

     
"Andy Boston to find out about ORTEC detector-repair training at GANIL and detector-
repair facility in the UK." 
Not carried out. SJF stated that the last detector-repair expert left the UK three or four 
years ago. ORTEC will need to be paid for training, but there is presently no identifiable 
source of funds. 
 

Action:  MC volunteered to ask Andy Boston about the status of detector-repair training. 
 

"Alison Bruce to compile a list of all papers and theses which have used Exogam." 
This action is ongoing. Information about Exogam publications and theses should be 
sent to Alison Bruce (Alison.Bruce@Brighton.ac.uk). 
 

Action: It was generally agreed that there should be an action on the Chairman to "chase up" 
previous actions, in advance of each meeting. 

 
Noted: Due to low attendance at the NPF meetings since formation, the Chairman questioned 

the usefulness of the group. It was generally agreed by those present that the group is 
useful and still has a role. The circulation of status reports before each meeting is 
thought to be a good idea, and contributors should be made aware that their efforts are 
valued. 

 
 
 4. Physics presentation 
 
Received:  There was no presentation at this meeting. It was agreed that one or more presentations 

should be given at the meetings. 
 
Action: The Chairman to arrange one or more physics presentations for the next meeting. 
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5. Status of projects 
 

Status reports: Prior to the meeting, status reports about some facilities and projects were solicited 
from the experts and circulated in order to cut down the discussion at the meeting. Where available, 
the status reports have been included directly into these minutes. The status reports are, however, also 
supplemented by issues raised at the meeting. Where the reports are written in first person, it refers to 
the person who supplied the report, named in bold text. 
 
 
(a) TRIUMF 
 
Status Report: Received from Alison Laird. 
 

DRAGON: There have been two main runs on DRAGON in the autumn. Using the 
laser source in conjunction with the surface source, an 26Al beam was delivered, to study 
the 26Al(p,γ)27Si reaction. The 40Ca(α,γ) reaction was also studied using beam from 
OLIS. 

 
TUDA: There have been no TUDA runs since the last NPF meeting. However, a second 
run of the 12C+12C measurements (charged-particle exit channels from fusion in the 
centre of mass energy range 3.3-4 MeV) is planned for April. 

 
Alex Murphy has had a paper accepted for publication by Phys. Rev. C, reporting the 
results of a 20Na(p,p)20Na  measurement at TUDA. (Level structure of 21Mg: Nuclear 
and astrophysical implications’). 

 
ISAC-I/II: Tests of the new FEBIAD source did not proceed as planned at the end of 
2005.  The main cyclotron is now undergoing its annual shutdown period, but tests of 
the FEBIAD will be performed when it comes back online in March.  New designs of 
the ECR source are being developed but, as yet, the timetable for testing is not known. 
 
All ISAC-II experiments, which were originally planned for Spring 2006 have been 
postponed until Autumn, so that TITAN (Triumf ion trap for atomic and nuclear 
science) can be installed. 

Grants: The York group was successful with grant applications to support a silicon 
barrel and a Bragg detector for TIGRESS.  An associated post-doc position has been 
advertised with the intention that the position will start in June/July 2006. 

 
Action: JS requested copies of the York grant applications to work out the effort requested from 

the Platform Grant. AL agreed to provide JS with copies of the grant applications. 
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(b) GSI 
 
RISING 

 
Noted: JS reported that the UK (Daresbury and Liverpool) has designed the stopped beam set-

up for the beta-decay, and isomer spectroscopy experiments. Production and assembly is 
complete. The framework was assembled at Daresbury then shipped to GSI. Assemble 
at GSI was performed by Paul Morrall and Dave Seddon. The Cluster Ge detectors are 
currently being installed. 

 
 A campaign of six stopped-beam experiments will begin in late February 2006. The list 

of experiments was given in earlier NPF minutes from April and September 2005. 
 
 
FAIR 
 
Status Report: Received from Roy Lemmon. 
 

The most significant activity was the UK FAIR Community Meeting held at Daresbury 
Laboratory from 25-26 January 2006.  The aim of this meeting was to gather all the UK 
groups interested in participating in experiments at FAIR. Presentations of the science 
and planned apparatus of each of the experiments were made on the first day. On the 
second day, two discussion sessions were held. The first, chaired by W. Gelletly 
(Surrey), was concerned with the UK contributions of manpower and equipment to the 
various FAIR experiments and timescales for this. The UK representative of each 
experiment made a short presentation of preliminary ideas and costs, followed by 
discussion from the audience. The second discussion session, chaired by B. Fulton 
(York), was an open discussion to plan the next steps. A UK-FAIR Coordination 
Committee was nominated, consisting of P. Nolan (Liverpool), J. Simpson (Daresbury), 
G. Rosner (Glasgow) and M. Freer (Birmingham). The function of this committee will 
be to collate the overall contribution of the UK to the various FAIR experiments. Input 
to this committee will be from the UK representative of each FAIR experiment, who 
will detail the contribution of the UK in terms of capital, manpower and other costs. 
This should be done in the few weeks following the meeting. 

 
Addition: Details of the UK FAIR Community Meeting are available at  

http://npg.dl.ac.uk/FAIR_2006/
  and presentations from the meeting are available at 

http://npg.dl.ac.uk/FAIR_2006/talks/
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(c) ISOLDE 
 
Status Report: Received from Peter Butler. 
 

(i) On the request of CERN management, the ISOLDE & Neutron Time-of-flight 
Committee (INTC) organized a meeting (NuPAC) to review the status and future 
prospects of ISOLDE and nTOF, on October 10-12 2005. The Chair of the INTC 
reported the outcome of the meeting to the CERN Research Board and Scientific Policy 
Committee (SPC) in December 2005. These committees had a very positive reaction to 
the recommendations for the future of ISOLDE. In particular the SPC "considered that 
there was a strong scientific case for continued support of the unique capabilities of 
ISOLDE, which would have a significant impact in nuclear-structure physics and 
nuclear astrophysics, and for increasing the effective intensity by increasing the 
repetition rate of the PS booster. There was also a strong scientific case for increasing 
the energy of REX-ISOLDE to 5.4MeV/nucleon." The project request to CERN for its 
contribution to the financing of the intensity and upgrade of REX-ISOLDE (HIE-
ISOLDE) will be discussed by the Research Board in June 2006. 

 
(ii) The ISOLDE Collaboration Committee elected PAB to be the Chair of the 
collaboration. It was agreed that JB will have the sole voting rights on the committee on 
behalf of the UK. 

 
Addition: Subsequent to the NPF meeting the NuPAC report was made available on the internet at 
  http://doc.cern.ch//archive/electronic/cern/preprints/intc/public/intc-2005-035.pdf

Also, the minutes of the CERN Research Board meeting at which the  
REX-ISOLDE upgrade was discussed are available at 
http://committees.web.cern.ch/Committees/RB/RBMinutes174.pdf
 

Status Report: Received from Jon Billowes. 
 

The "ISCOOL" ion-cooler project at ISOLDE is progressing. Two Manchester students 
are based at CERN to work on RILIS and ISCOOL. The cooler is being tested in the off-
line hall (building 275) and should be installed in the ISOLDE hall in the 2006/7 
shutdown. The Manchester laser-spectroscopy group (JB and Paul Campbell) is starting 
to collaborate with Leuven (Gerda Neyens) and Mainz on collinear laser spectroscopy of 
Cu isotopes at COLLAPS at ISOLDE. 

 
Noted:  A responsive-mode grant bid for Coulomb-excitation and transfer reactions at ISOLDE 

is in the preliminary stages of preparation. The grant is being coordinated by David 
Jenkins at York, but has large UK involvement (Liverpool, Manchester, Paisley, Surrey, 
York and Daresbury). The grant request will consist of RA's plus some pieces of 
equipment such as a CD-type detector and electronics. 
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(d) GANIL 
 
Exogam 
 
Status Report:  Received from Bob Wadsworth. 
 

The minutes of the Exogam Steering Committee were circulated in January. They were 
circulated to at least one person at each institution involved with Exogam.  
(If anyone would like to receive the minutes contact RW at rw10@york.ac.uk.) 

 
There are several additions to the Steering Committee minutes: 
 
(1) The two-week Stockholm/York run on 92Pd with went well. The only concern is 
related to the neutron wall efficiency: all the numbers generated during the run suggest  
it was only around 15% rather than 25%. Johan Nyberg, Bo Cederwall and RW spent 
some time trying to work out what (if anything) was wrong, but could not find anything 
amiss during the run. At the moment they are awaiting checks on the numbers after data 
sorting. 

 
(2) The schedule after the winter shutdown contains more neutron-wall experiments, 
which were accepted at the last PAC. The Steering Committee recommended that the 
neutron wall should go to SPEG sometime in 2006. It is the intention of the lab 
(GANIL) to carry this out in the second scheduling period of 2006. 

 
(3) There was very little UK usage of the detectors in 2005. As a result it has not been 
possible to collect the UK contribution to the running costs: the total will be around 50k 
euros of which the UK will pay around 3k euros. RW has discussed this with PJN, who 
suggested that the Steering Committee might consider re-negotiating how the running 
costs are paid, possibly on an experiment-by-experiment basis, as at Jyväskylä. 

 
(4) It is not sure if the Exogam workshop mentioned in the previous minutes will go 
ahead on 26-28 April as it clashes with the user meeting in Finland. Once a decision has 
been taken RW will inform the community. The format of the meeting is intended to be 
different to past workshops; it will culminate in an attempt to set up a new "management 
group" to look into the future of gamma-ray spectroscopy at GANIL with SPIRAL-II. 

 
Noted: The issue of Exogam running costs was highlighted by the Chairman. It was agreed by 

those present that the most appropriate way to collect the running costs is from the 
experiment spokespersons, on an experiment-by-experiment basis, and that RW should 
propose this change to the Exogam Steering Committee.  

 
Noted: JS and MC reported that a new frame has been built to enable Exogam to be used with 

SPEG. There are three approved experiments for its use with spokespersons MC, David 
Jenkins and Livius Trache (Texas A&M), which will hopefully run in the summer. 
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SPIRAL-II 
 
Noted: RCL pointed out that the presentations from the SPIRAL-II workshops (which took 

place in October 2005) are on the internet at http://spiral2ws.ganil.fr/
 

RCL also pointed out that there will be a call for Letters of Intent for SPIRAL-II in late 
February or March, with a deadline of June or July. The LoI organizers will be the 
conveners of the workshops (given on that web page). The whole process has a similar 
format to NUSTAR at GSI. 

 
Noted:  RCL and PMW stated that there will be significant input from SPIRAL-II into the 

NUSTAR meetings at the end of February. There is an effort to combine the R&D of 
both facilities. 

 
 
TIARA 
 
Noted:  RCL stated that TIARA has not run since the last meeting. It is presently undergoing 

and upgrade. A second layer of silicon will be added and it will give particle-
identification at forward angles. Some of the work is being carried out at Daresbury. The 
new silicon detectors have arrived and the forward-angle part of the array is now 
completed.  

 
RCL reported that TIARA will run in campaigns in the future; there are presently five 
approved experiments to use TIARA, two of which have UK spokespersons. It will be 
possible to couple TIARA to MUST2. 

 
 
GANIL PAC 
 
Noted:  RCL reported that there was a GANIL PAC meeting in December. It has now been 

decided to have two PAC meetings per year, in order to deliberately increase the 
backlog in experiments, which will give more options and more flexibility for 
scheduling.  

 
Addition: The next GANIL PAC meeting will take place on 11th and 12th May 2006, with the 

deadline for submission of proposals on 31st March 2006. 
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(e) Legnaro 
 
Noted:  SJF stated that no experiments have run at Legnaro in the past 12 months, due to 

problems with ALPI. The problems with ALPI are now fixed, but there are new 
problems with the tandem. There are two approved UK-led experiments which are 
awaiting scheduling (spokespersons: Chapman and Regan). There is presently a backlog 
of experiments. 

 
Detector development at Manchester is ongoing nevertheless: Brian Varley has built a 
prototype SED detector to be used behind the focal plane of PRISMA. Also, Patrick 
Coleman-Smith is carrying out ASICs (application-specific integrated circuits) 
development to enable individual wire readouts from the PRISMA focal-plane detectors. 
The detector development is progressing well. 

 
 
(f) Jyväskylä 
 
Jurogam and GREAT 
 
Noted: Received from Bob Wadsworth. 
 

The β-gamma tagging test on 74Rb was successful last October. A paper is being 
produced on the results and method now. Presently (15th February) there is a two-week 
long experiment underway to study 78Y by β-decay tagging, with spokespersons Bondili  
and RW (from York). 

 
Noted: JS stated that Jurogam and GREAT are running well and producing results. It will 

continue to run until the end of September, with a gap of two or three months, when six 
detectors and shields will be sent to Dubna for some tests. 

 
 
IGISOL and Laser Spectroscopy 
 
Status report:  Received from Jon Billowes. 
 

The Manchester-Birmingham laser-spectroscopy grant proposal which was unsuccessful 
at the July 2005 panel, has been re-written, re-refereed and will be under consideration 
at the April 2006 panel. 

 
The JYFL programme is going well. Measurements on the yttrium chain have been 
completed and prepared for publication. The 178Hf (8-) isomer was measured. A draft 
PRL has been written on charge radii anomalies of multi-quasiparticle states.  

 
A very promising new technique is being developed: optical pumping ions into selected 
metastable states in the RFQ cooler for subsequent collinear laser spectroscopy. 
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(g) Gamma-ray detectors and detector development 
 
AGATA 
 
Status Report: Received from John Simpson 
 

The latest specification and talks on the AGATA project can be found at 
http://npg.dl.ac.uk/documentation/AGATA/
The official AGATA web page is http://www.gsi.de/agata/
 
The talks from the last AGATA week, 21st –25th November 2005 at IReS can be found 
via: http://ireswww.in2p3.fr/ires/workshops/agata_week/programme-final.html  
 
The next AGATA week will be at the University of Liverpool from 6th – 9th June 2006. 
During this week all teams are expected to meet.  
 
The AGATA demonstrator will be commissioned in-beam at Legnaro in 2007. 
 
Funding for AGATA has been obtained in Turkey and Sweden. 
 
It is now possible to build the full demonstrator as originally envisaged with 15 
asymmetric Ge detectors plus the 3 symmetric detectors. 
 
Discussions are underway regarding the next phases of AGATA, beyond the 
demonstrator. The AGATA ASC has decided that the AGATA demonstrator will be 
located at Legnaro in 2008 for a physics programme. The demonstrator will be located 
at the target position of PRISMA.  
 
Bids for AGATA for 2008-2010 from Legnaro, GSI, ILL and GANIL were presented at 
the AGATA week. These bids were all accepted formally by the ASC. The detailed 
scheduling of these campaigns is to be decided.  
 
The gradual build up of AGATA is being discussed by the collaboration. The aim is to 
realize a 1π array by 2010. A grant request from Germany has already been submitted. 

 
To date 3 symmetric and 2 asymmetric capsules have been delivered. In total 9 
asymmetric capsules have been ordered.  
 
The three symmetric capsules have been taken out of the triple cryostat and are being 
put back into single cryostats for a series of tests including scanning. A detector is due 
in Liverpool soon for the first scan. 
 
At Daresbury, good progress has been made in the conceptual design of the array for a 
180-detector ball. Design is to start soon on the coupling of the AGATA demonstrator to 
PRISMA. 
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The UK (Daresbury and Liverpool) electronics engineers are working on the front-end 
part of the data processing chain (mainly the digitizer and pre-processing cards). The 
first prototypes of various modules of the digitizer and pre-processing electronics are 
under test. The overall plan is that a full electronics chain is tested this summer. 
 
Software engineers (Liverpool and Daresbury) are working on various aspects of PSA, 
run control, GUI and data acquisition. 
 

 
UK-France Loan Pool 
 
Noted: SJF reported that a large fraction of the loan-pool resources are committed for the whole 

of 2006. This was however only possible because some compromises were made (for 
example, Finland will run through their usual July holiday period). For a three month 
period, all of the resources are on loan to various campaigns and experiments. 

 
Noted: JS stated that several Exogam detectors (prototypes) have been loaned to Orsay to build 

an array called OSCAR, which will be used in conjunction with the ALTO electron-
accelerator in photo-fission experiments. 

 
 
The Gammapool (Euroball Owners Committee) 
 
Noted:  The Chairman stated that all of the resources are committed until the end of 2007. The 

list of what is being used, and where, is available on the Gammapool web page 
(http://gammapool.lnl.infn.it/) After the end of 2006, there are some conflicts with 
CLARA and Jurogam which will be discussed at the next meeting (on 24th March in 
Liverpool). The Dubna request for Phase-I detectors has been temporarily withdrawn 
while some issues are addressed. 

 
 
(h) Other 
 
EURISOL 
 
Status Report:  Received from Peter Butler. 
 

The first town meeting of the EURISOL Design Study took place at GANIL on 28 and 
29 November 2005. During this week there were other meetings: the Eurisol 
Coordination Board (task leaders), Steering Committee (institutional representatives) 
and the International Advisory Panel [IAP members are Sytze Brandenburg (KVI/RuG), 
Witold Nazarewicz (University of Tennessee/ORNL) and Paul Schmor (TRIUMF) – 
Chair]. The IAP encouraged the organization of an umbrella European community of 
RNB users, which would promote RNB science at all current and planned European 
RNB facilities. 
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Noted:  MC reported that there was a workshop in Trento on 16th – 21st January 2006 entitled 
"The Physics Opportunities with EURISOL", as part of the ongoing EURISOL design 
study. The meeting was organized by RDP and Angela Bonaccorso (from INFN Pisa), 
and physics and instrumentation issues were discussed. 
 

Noted:   RCL stated that the plan for EURISOL is now to go up to 150 MeV/A, instead of  
capping at 20 MeV/A as previously intended. There is also a plan to re-fragment 132Sn to 
get even more exotic product nuclei. Communication is needed from the physicists to 
the accelerator people, to give requirements of beam quality and maximum energy. 

 
 
6. Grant submissions and funding status 
 
Recent EPSRC Physics Prioritization Panels 
 
Noted: Two panels have met since the last NPF meeting.  
 

October 2005 Panel 
Date:     26th October 2006 
Nuclear physicists on the panel:  John  Nelson 
Approved nuclear-physics grants: 

 
PI Institution Title Value (£)

Prof. B Fulton York Nuclear structure and nuclear 
astrophysics at the ISAC-II facility 596,289

Dr AG Smith Manchester The Nuclear Structure of Exotic 
Fission Fragments 479,053

Prof. P Nolan Liverpool Trapped Antihydrogen - Towards 
Spectroscopy 1,063,702

Prof. M Charlton Swansea Trapped Antihydrogen - Towards 
Spectroscopy 787,315

 
Known unsuccessful nuclear-physics grants:  

• Despec multi-detector implantation array for GSI  
[Edinburgh (Woods), Liverpool, Daresbury 

• GANIL beamline [Surrey (Catford), Daresbury] 
 
January 2006 Panel  
Date:     27th January 2006 
Nuclear physicists on the panel:  John Nelson (Panel Chairman) 
Approved nuclear-physics grants: None known. 
Known unsuccessful nuclear-physics grants: 

• Isomer Spectroscopy at GSI [Brighton (Bruce)] 
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Future submissions to EPSRC Physics Prioritization Panels
 

Noted: The following grant requests, and the panels to which they presently intend to be 
submitted, were mentioned. The listed participating institutions are not necessarily 
complete, but were those mentioned in context. 

 
  April 2006 Panel 
 

• Laser-spectroscopy at Jyväskylä and ISOLDE [Manchester (Billowes, Campbell) 
and Birmingham (Tungate)] (resubmission – already submitted). 

• Despec [Edinburgh (Woods), Liverpool, Daresbury] – (resubmission). 
 
July 2006 Panel 
 

• Deep-inelastic reactions with Jurogam and Great [Paisley (Chapman, Liang)] 
• Support for approved knockout and quasifree-scattering experiments at  

GSI and GANIL [Daresbury (Lemmon)] 
• Plunger for experiments with Jurogam and GREAT [Manchester (Cullen), 

Surrey (Walker)] 
• Ion Chamber for Argonne CARIBOU spectrometer [Manchester (Freeman)] 

 
October 2006 Panel 
 

• GANIL beamline [Surrey (Catford), Daresbury] – (resubmission) 
• ISOLDE grant [York (Jenkins), Liverpool, Manchester, Paisley, Surrey, 

Daresbury] (as discussed earlier in these minutes). 
 
 
Funding for FAIR 
 
Noted: A discussion about the status of UK funding for FAIR took place*. Most of the facts and 

figures below were reported by JS. 
 

As detailed in the previous minutes, FAIR was presented to the RCUK "Large Facilities 
Roadmap" in November, alongside about 20 other projects (of similar scale). The 
"Roadmap" exercise is described at http://www.rcuk.ac.uk/press/20051219lfr.asp and 
the results of the exercise are at http://www.rcuk.ac.uk/documents/lfroadmap2005.pdf

 
 A summary of the recommendations from the Roadmap exercise is appended to these 

minutes (Appendix B). FAIR was not ranked highly. Although the Roadmap exercise is 
carried out every two years and FAIR can be resubmitted to the 2007 Roadmap, funding 
presently needs to be requested from an alternative source.  

   
 

                                                 
* Some of this discussion took place following the Heads of Groups report, but is more appropriately minuted here. 
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  At the meeting between Brian Fulton, Gunther Rosner, Keith O'Nions (Director of UK 
Research Councils), and John O'Reilly (Chief Executive of EPSRC) regarding the status 
of nuclear-physics funding within the EPSRC, it was agreed that the platform grant, and 
support for large facilities are vital to UK nuclear physics. JS stated that if there are 
persistent problems with funding for FAIR, further discussion with O'Nions and 
O'Reilly may be needed. 

 
   Subsequent to the Roadmap results, the "next step" in the progress of UK FAIR 

involvement was to hold the UK community meeting at Daresbury (as mentioned 
earlier). At that meeting it was agreed that the sub group will prepare a document 
containing reasonably detailed costings and manpower requirements for all the parts of 
the UK involvement with FAIR (Hispec/Despec, Laspec, R3B, EXL, ILIMA, PANDA). 
All the information for the different parts will be contained in a single document with 
consistent format, which will be presented to the EPSRC. Once the EPSRC has this 
information, it will be possible to start to discuss with them, how to proceed. 

 
Noted:  JS also stated that Germany wishes to sign an official contract with the UK, stating our 

involvement, in summer 2006. 
 
Noted:  JS also pointed out that submission of multiple responsive-mode grants is not the ideal 

mechanism by which to fund equipment and R&D for FAIR but the community may 
have to put up with this system. This depends on discussion with EPSRC, see above. 

 
Noted: SJF and RCL pointed out that it is important to make the EPSRC aware of the 

timescales associated with their decisions; a delay of one or two years could cause 
problems. 

 
 
Physics with AGATA
 
Noted:  JS pointed out that the AGATA grant finishes at the end of 2008. In 2008, AGATA will 

be deployed in Legnaro, after which it is likely to move to other laboratories (possibly 
GANIL and ILL) before going to GSI. The community should therefore now be thinking 
about the physics that can be done with AGATA, with a view to submitting a "physics-
driven" grant starting at the end of 2008. 

 
Action: PMW suggested that "Physics with AGATA" should be made an agenda item for the 

next NPF meeting. The Chairman will add this item to the agenda. 
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GANIL Beamline Grant Request 
 
Noted: Discussion took place about the GANIL-beamline grant request. MC stated that the 

"two-institutional grant" as submitted last time was maybe not appropriate for a grant 
which will benefit most of the community. However, SJF pointed out that it also does 
not make sense to split resources across the whole community, and that letters of 
support from institutions were submitted with the previous (failed) grant request. RCL 
agreed that maybe the grant would benefit from wider physics input. It was generally 
agreed that further discussion (and discussion with EPSRC) is needed to decide on the 
best strategy. 

 
Noted:  RCL pointed out that the GANIL beamline funding has been added to the agenda for the 

Cosener's House meeting in May, but that this may be too late to give input if the grant 
is to be considered at the October panel. RCL suggested that if any members of the 
community have thoughts or comments about the grant, they should email himself 
(R.Lemmon@Daresbury.ac.uk) or Wilton Catford (W.Catford@Surrey.ac.uk). 

 
 
Platform Grant 
 
Noted: In his capacity as Chairman of the EIT management group, PMW pointed out that the 

platform grant needs to be "used" properly.  Requests for use of manpower from the EIT 
in a grant request should be made to PMW (P.Walker@Surrey.ac.uk) or PJN 
(pjn@ns.ph.liv.ac.uk) (PI of the Platform Grant). EPSRC requires that the platform 
group management committee give approval that this effort is available before a grant is 
allowed to go to a panel.  

 
Noted:   JS pointed out that the Platform Grant is there to support existing grants and new 

initiatives. 
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7. Heads of Groups (HOG) Group 
 
Status Report: Received from Paul Nolan. 
 

Chair  
Brian Fulton’s period as chair came to an end. Following an election, PJN is now chair 
for a three-year period. 

 
Items discussed 
FAIR: This was the main business of the meeting. A report was received from the group 
who met with Jane Nicholson following the Cosener's House meeting. The main 
outcome of that meeting was the need for an overview from the community of the likely 
scale of involvement at FAIR and the estimate of the investment needed over an 
extended period. It was decided that a “town meeting” should be held at Daresbury. 
Martin Freer and Jim Alkalili were asked to work with the group setup after the 
Cosener's House meeting to set up the meeting. EPSRC have submitted a case to RCUK 
for additional funding for FAIR. At the meeting the status of the bid was not known. 
Subsequently it have be learned that the ranking of the bid was below the cutoff. 
Other European projects: Various reports were received concerning initiatives within 
Europe. There included SPIRAL2, EURISOL, NuPeCC etc. 
Group membership: It was felt that the Manchester theory group should be represented. 
JB was asked to encourage them and Paul Nolan will contact them. 

 
Next HOG Meeting 
 March 15th 2006 in Manchester. 

 
 
8. Any other business 
 
 
Future agenda items 
 
Noted: SJF pointed out that the agenda should include the Glasgow and Edinburgh intermediate 

energy work, the Birmingham RHIC work. It was also suggested that Louvain-la-Neuve 
and ILL (Grenoble) should be added to the "projects" list. 

 
 
York IOP conference 
 
Addition: The 2006 IOP conference will take place at the University of York on 19th – 21st April. 
 Details are available on the web page http://npg.york.ac.uk/IOP2006/index.htm
 
Noted: Several complaints were made that the online registration forms do not work. AL said 

that the organizers are aware of the problems and that they will be fixed very shortly. 
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Complaint about the name "Nuclear Physics Forum" 
 
Noted: The Chairman pointed out that, subsequent to the previous meeting, a complaint was 

received by email from Niels Walet (Manchester) objecting to use of the name Nuclear 
Physics Forum. The complaint centered on the fact that only low-energy experimental 
nuclear physics is discussed. The general consensus was that theoretical nuclear 
physicists should be made aware that they are more than welcome to attend the NPF 
meetings. 

 
 
Cosener's House meeting
 
Noted: JS reminded the group that there will be another nuclear-physics community meeting at 

Cosener's House in Abingdon on 16th and 17th May 2006. It will be organized by 
Alison Bruce and Zsolt Podolyak. 

 
 
Trento meeting 
 
Noted: The Chairman reported that there will be a meeting entitled "Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy 

in Europe: Present and Future Challenges" in Trento on 8th – 12th May 2006, to 
discuss results and future plans for the Gammapool and Loan Pool germanium detectors. 
It will be organized by Silvia Lenzi, Daniel Napoli, Geirr Sletten, and Wolfram Korten.  

 
 
Useful list of meetings and conferences 
 
Addition: The Secretary would like to point out that there is a very useful (up-to-date) list of 

meetings and conferences, maintained by Eddie Paul, on the Liverpool Nuclear Physics 
web pages: http://ns.ph.liv.ac.uk/conferences.html

 
 
9. Date and time of next meeting 
 
Agreed: Next meeting: Wednesday 11th October 2006 at Daresbury.  

Details will be announced closer to the meeting.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Copies of these minutes are available at http://nuclear.ph.man.ac.uk/npf. 
If you have any comments or corrections to these minutes, please contact the NPF secretary, 
John F. Smith, Nuclear Physics Group, University of Manchester, Manchester, M13 9PL 
Email John.F.Smith@Manchester.ac.uk Tel: 0161 275 4155 Fax: 0161 275 5509 
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APPENDIX A 
Membership of groups and committees relevant to the Nuclear Physics Forum (March 2006) 
 
 

Group or Committee Membership Internet resource 
Exogam Steering Committee Alison Bruce, Bob Chapman  

(Chairman of auxiliary detector group), 
Bob Wadsworth (Chair) 

http://www.ganil.fr/exogam/definitionprojet/mou/Steering.html 
(not up-to-date) 

Anglo-French Loan Pool Sean Freeman, Paul Nolan,  
John Simpson, Bob Wadsworth 

http://ipnweb.in2p3.fr/GePool/committee.html
 

Gammapool/ 
Euroball Owners Committee (EOC) 

Dave Cullen, Rodi Herzberg http://gammapool.lnl.infn.it/

Rising Steering Committee Paul Nolan, John Simpson  
European Collaboration  
on Stable Beams (ECOS) 

Rodi Herzberg http://www.nupecc.org/ecos/Welcome.html
 

Miniball Steering Committee Charles Barton http://www.mpi-hd.mpg.de/mb/beam.html
AGATA Steering Committee Paul Nolan, Phil Walker http://npg.dl.ac.uk/documentation/AGATA/
UK-FAIR Coordination Committee Martin Freer, Brian Fulton, Paul Nolan,  

Gunther Rosner , John Simpson  
Not available 

FAIR STI Gunther Rosner (EPSRC representative) 
John Simpson (CCLRC representative) 

Not available 

EURONS (INTAG) Peter Butler (Coordinator) http://www.gsi.de/informationen/jofu/EURONS/List-of-
Activities.html

EURISOL Management Committee Peter Butler http://www.gsi.de/informationen/jofu/EURONS/Consortium-
Management.html

EURISOL Steering Committee Paul Nolan, John Simpson http://www.eurisol.org/index.php
EURISOL "Task 10" Group 
(Physics and Instrumentation) 

Robert Page http://ns.ph.liv.ac.uk/eurisol/

Engineering and Instrumentation Team 
(EIT) [Platform Grant] 

Paul Nolan (PI of Platform Grant),  
Phil Walker (Chairman of EIT group) 

Not available 

Heavy and Exotic Nuclear  
Spectroscopy Group (HENS) 

Rodi Herzberg, Robert Page Not available 

ISOLDE Collaboration Committee (ISCC) Jon Billowes, Peter Butler (Chairman) http://isolde.web.cern.ch/ISOLDE/normal/iscolcom.html
ISOLDE and Neutron Time-of-flight 
Committee (INTC) 

Phil Woods http://committees.web.cern.ch/Committees/MembersINTC.html

Jyväskylä PAC John Simpson (Chairman) http://www.phys.jyu.fi/research/accelerator/beamtime/pac.html
GANIL PAC Wilton Catford (Chairman)  
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APPENDIX B 
"Proposed Large Facilities Projects" 
Reproduced without permission from http://www.rcuk.ac.uk/documents/lfroadmap2005.pdf
 
 

 
 
The numbers heading the columns refer to the year, for example the first of those columns is for the year 2007-2008. 
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	TUDA: There have been no TUDA runs since the last NPF meetin
	ISAC-I/II: Tests of the new FEBIAD source did not proceed as
	Grants: The York group was successful with grant application


